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I. INTRODUCTION AMD REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A. Introduction 
The errors-in-variables model was recognized and discussed in the 
literature in the latter part of the nineteenth century- The model will 
be presented here in general terms, in order to facilitate a review of 
the literature and to present an introduction to the problem to be con­
sidered in later chapters. 
The errors-in-variables model is based on the exact mathematical 
relationship 
y = X , (1.1) 
where y is an (n x 1) vector, x is an (n x p) matrix and is a 
(p X l) vector. The elements of are unknown parameters that are to 
be estimated. Although the elements of y and x cannot be observed 
directly, we are able to observe Y and X for which the following 
relationships hold: 
Y = y + e 
(1.2) 
X = X + u , 
where the errors of observation, e and u , have the appropriate dimen­
sions-
Now define the (n x p+l) matrices Z, z and e and also the 
(p+1 X l) vector p as 
2 
and 
Z = (Y,X) , 
z = (y ,x)  ,  
e = (e,u) (1.3) 
3 = 
1 
-Pi 
Using the definitions of (I.3), we can rewrite our model as 
z p = 0 , (1.1') 
where we can observe 
Z = z + e (1.2') 
The expectation of the product of any two rows of e , say and 
Gg , is defined by the (p+1 x p+l) matrix 
*ts = B(s; G,) . t s" (l.U) 
For convenience, we will introduce a special notation for the vector of 
residuals, namely 
V = e P = e - u = (Y - y) - (X - x) 
= (Y - X 3^ ) - (y - X 3^ ) . 
Since by (l.l), (y - xg^ ) = 0 , we have 
V = Y - X 3 
1 * 
3 
Employing (1.4) and the definition of v , we can define 
= P'E(e; €^ ) @ = 8'*ttP 
and 
% - h'> @ • e'itse • 
ts 
We will have occasion to refer to the (n x n) matrix, V , defined 
by 
V = S(w' ) = 
21 
n,l 
12 l,n 
n 
B- Review of the Literature 
Over the years, uniform terminology has not existed in the litera­
ture concerning the errors-in-variables problem- Nevertheless, in I95I, 
Kendall. [5] introd.uced two terms that seem to be gaining rather wide­
spread acceptance. The terms distinguished between the two basically 
different cases involving the assumptions that can be made concerning 
the matrix, x , in (l.l). 
If X is considered to be a matrix of non-observable random 
variables, Kendall would call (l.l) a "structural relationship." On 
the other hand, if x is assumed to be a matrix of non-observable 
constants, (l-l) would be referred to as a "functional relationship." 
Although the literature has been devoted to the development of estima­
tors for both structural and functional relationships, our attention in 
later chapters will be focused on certain problems in the estimation of 
a functional relationship, when the covariance of the observational 
errors is not constant. 
As would be expected, the first work done on the errors-in-variables 
problem was for the simplest case when p=l in (l-l). That is, each 
point is a single scalar element of x with its corresponding 
scalar element of y . In this case, both e and u are (n x l) 
vectors. 
If u = 0 , the resulting problem is that of linear regression. By 
minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals of the y's , the ordinary 
least squares estimator of p is obtained. The properties of this esti­
mator are well known. Likewise, if e = 0 , the estimator obtained by 
minimizing the sum of squares of the residuals of the x's possesses the 
same optimality properties as the previous estimator does when u = 0 . 
On the other hand, if both u and e are non-zero, there appears 
to be little justification for choosing either one of the above estima­
tors over the other. For this problem, in I878, Adcock [l] suggested a 
procedure that has been called an "orthogonal regression." Instead of 
minimizing the sum of squares of the distances from the fitted line to 
the data points, measured parallel to either the ordinate or the 
abscissa, the orthogonal regression minimizes the sum of squares of the 
5 
perpendicular distances from the fitted line to the data points. Objec­
tions to this method have been raised — the main one being that the 
orthogonal regression estimator is not invariant under transformations 
of the coordinate system-
In 1879j Kummell [7] proposed a solution that is invariant under 
transformations of the coordinate system, but only for the case when 
some information is known concerning the variances of e and u (e.g., 
the ratio is known). This method is essentially what has be­
come known as a "weighted regression." 
We will generalize the two methods mentioned above to the p-
dimensional case. The orthogonal regression estimator is the g which 
satisfies 
and M = — Z'Z . Likewise, the weighted regression estimator is the 3* 
which satisfies 
(M - a I) p = 0 , (1-5) 
where a is the smallest root of 
A 
M - a I = 0  ^
A 
(M - a4) P* = 0 , (1.6) 
where a* is the smallest root of 
A 
M - CK ^  =0 , 
6 
and  ^ is the covariance matrix of , being constant for all 
"b — 2. y 2^  •••j Ï1 • 
In 1937; Koopmans [6] showed that if the are independently and 
normally distributed with constant covariance matrix,  ^, which is 
known up to a constant, then the weighted regression estimator defined 
by (1.6) is the maximum likelihood solution. He also derived the approxi­
mate covariance matrix of the estimator under the simplifying assumption 
that the structural relationship case holds, and then only when 
$  ^u'u) is small, where i is the covariance matrix of the 
distribution of x . 
In 19^ 0, Wald [l8] gave a review of some of the work done prior to 
that time, and suggested an estimator for the two-variable case, based 
upon the division of the observations into two equal-sized groups. How­
ever, his estimator is consistent only when (a) the grouping is independ­
ent of the errors, and (b) the difference between the sample means of 
the X's from the two groups does not converge to zero. These two 
requirements eliminate the most likely methods of forming the two groups 
in practical applications; namely dividing the observations into two 
groups according to their size or placing the observations into the two 
groups at random. 
The method of "instrumental variables" was first introduced as a 
solution to the structural relationship problem, in 19^ 5 by Reiersol [I5] • 
This technique requires that we be able to observe a vector of variables, 
say w , such that each element of w is correlated with the correspond­
ing element of x in (l.l), but is not correlated with the elements of 
7 
either e or u . The method receives its name from the fact that w 
is used only as an "instrument" for estimating the relationship between 
y and x • If the underlying assumptions are met, the estimator ob­
tained by this method is consistent- However, it may be difficult or 
impossible to determine if the assumptions are even nominally met, and 
due to the arbitrary method of selecting the instrumental variable, 
very large variability in the estimator can result. 
In 1959^  Madansky [10] gave a thorough review of the literature for 
the two-variable case, and he clearly made a distinction between the 
structural and functional relationships- He included an extensive bib­
liography. Moran [13] gave a more recent review in 1971» 
The case of unknown  ^was considered by Villegas [17] in I96I. 
He demonstrated that by replacing  ^ in (1*6) by its estimate, S , the 
maximum likelihood estimator is obtained. Assuming  ^ to be known, 
Malinvaud [11] followed the work of Lawley [8], and in I966 presented 
the covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of the maximum likeli­
hood estimator p* of (1.6). 
In 1971; Fuller [4] considered several different structures of the 
covariance matrix,  ^• He modified the usual weighted regression esti­
mators, in such a way that the existence of finite moments is guaranteed. 
For each of the different covariance structures, he presented the 
asymptotic distribution of his estimator, assuming that only an estimate 
of  ^is available. He demonstrated that his estimators have smaller 
mean square errors than the weighted regression estimators that commonly 
appear in the literature. 
8 
Lord [9] and DeGracie and Fuller [3] studied the problem of esti­
mating the slope in the analysis of covariance, when the concomitant 
variable is measured with error. Lord considered the special case with 
only two treatments and two determinations on the covariate for each 
value of the dependent variable. DeGracie and Fuller considered the 
more general case for any number of treatments and any number of deter­
minations per treatment. They also demonstrated that their estimators 
have both a bias of smaller order and a smaller mean square error than 
the usual estimator. 
A very general estimator for the functional relationship case was 
presented by Sprent [16] in I966. His estimator does not require that 
the matrix $ be the same for all observations, but does require that 
the covariance matrices be known for each observation. However, Sprent 
did not discuss the distributional properties of his estimator. 
In the work to follow, estimators of p in (l.l') will be presented 
for the case when 
t^ = ^ tt = 
is not necessarily the same for all t = 1, 2, ..., n , and 
$ts = Gs) = 0 for t ^ s . 
Properties of the asymptotic distribution of the estimators will also be 
discussed. 
9 
II. SOME DEFINITIONS MD THEOREMS 
In this chapter, we will present some definitions and theorems that 
will be required in later chapters- Some of these come directly from the 
literature, and are included here for ease of reference. In the case of 
 ^— those theorems presented without proof, a reference will be given to the 
source where the proof can be obtained-
A. Definitions 
The following definitions of order are well established, and can be 
found in many advanced calculus and real analysis texts-
Let Cs^ 3 be a sequence of positive real numbers, and let f(n) be 
a real-valued function of n , then 
Definition 2.1 
g^  = o[f(n)] 
if lim g^ /f(n) = 0 . 
n y CO 
Definition 2*2 
g = 0[f(n)] 
n 
if there exists an M > 0 such that |g^ j < M f(n) holds for all n . 
In 19^ 3; Mann and Wald [12] introduced analogous definitions of 
order in probability to be applied to sequences of random variables-
Since the concept of convergence in probability is necessary in order 
10 
to define order in probability, it will be defined first. 
Let {X^ } be a sequence of random variables and f(n) be a real-
valued function of n , then 
Definition 2.3 (Convergence in Probability) 
plim = 0 
if for every e > 0 , 
lim Pr( |x^ |  < e) = 1 • 
n —> CO 
Also, if X is a random variable, then 
plim X^  = X 
if the random variable (X^  - X) converges in probability to zero. That 
is if plim (X^  - X) = 0. 
Definition 2.k 
if plim X^ /f(n) = 0 . 
Definition 2-5 
. OpCf(n)] 
if for every e > 0, there exists an > 0 such that 
Pr {|Xal > Mg < s 
11 
for all values of n . 
Definition 2.6 (Convergence in Distribution) 
Let be a sequence of random variables such that is the 
distribution function of , and let X be a random variable -with 
distribution function F , then 
 ^X 
if 
lim F^ (a) = F(a) 
n —^  CO 
for every continuity point, a , of F . 
B. Theorems 
Theorem 2.1 (Tchebychev's Inequality) 
If X is a random variable -with finite variance, and M is a 
finite real number, then for every e > 0 
Pr( |x  - m1 > e) < E [(X - M)^ ]/e^  . 
Proof: 
(Available in most textbooks on mathematical statistics or proba­
bility. ) 
12 
Theorem 2.2 
If is a sequence of random variables such that 
Var(X ) = K n"^  , 
where K is a finite positive, real number and r > 0 , then 
\ • 
Proof; 
If for every e > 0 we define , then by Tchebychev's 
Inequality (Theorem 2.1), 
Pr {|X^  - E(X^ )| >«} < Var(X^ )/cf = K n"^  a"^  , 
and if we let a, = (K/e)^ ^^  n n"^ /^  , by substitution we obtain 
Pr i\\ - E(X^ )| > Mg < K n"^  (k/s)"^  n^  = e . D 
Theorem 2.3 
If [X^ ] and {Y^ ] are sequences of random variables such that 
13 
where and {g^} are sequences of positive real numbers, then 
and 
Proof: 
(See Mann and Wald [12].) 
Theorem 2.4 (Multivariate Central Limit Theorem) 
Let a = (q^ , ol^ , , Gp) 
X' = (X^ , Xg, X ) 
% • (''in- %2n' V' 
F is the joint distribution function of X 
n^ " \ 
F is the distribution function of a X 
a. 
""cm " " G Xh ' 
where {X^ } is a sequence of p-dimensional random variables- If for 
each vector, a , 
Fan  ^
then 
F  ^F 
n 
Ik 
Proof : 
(See Rao [1^ ], page 108.) 
Theorem 2-3 (Helly-Bray) 
Let be a sequence of random variables such that is the 
distribution function of X and let X be a random variable with dis-
n 
tribution function F . 
If 
then 
J g dF^  ^ J g dF 
for every bounded continuous function g • 
Proof: 
(See Rao [1^ ], page 9?.) 
Theorem 2.6 
Let {X-j^ } , {Xp^ } , • • • be sequences of random variables converg­
ing in probability to the constants C^ , C^ , ••• respectively, and let 
g(X^ , Xp^ , •..) be any rational function. Then 
if g(C^ , Cgj ...) < CO . Furthermore, for K >0 , 
g^ Xi^ , Xg^ , ...) g^ (C^ , Cg, ...) . 
15 
Proof : 
(See theorem and reference in Cramer [2], page 255-) 
Theorem 2.7 
If A is (p X p) non-singular (p fixed), the elements of are 
Op(n ^ ) ; r > 0 , and (A + B^ ) ^  exists, for all n 
(A + = A"^  - + Op(n-2r) . 
Proof : 
Suppose we denote (A+B^ )^  by (A ^  - A'^ B^ A ^  + C) , then 
(A + B^ )(A + = (A + B^ )(A~^  - A'^ B^ A"^  + C) 
= I + (A + B )C - B A"^  A~^  . 
n n n 
In order to obtain the identity, we must have C=(A+B ) ^  A ^  A ^  , 
n n n 
but since A is non-singular and B^  = O^ Cn ^ ) , we have (A + B^ ) = 
Op(l) and (B^ A'^ a^"^ ) = O^ Cn"^ )^. Therefore, C = 0 and 
the result follows- Q 
Theorem 2.8 (Liapounov Central Limit Theorem) 
Let {X^ } be a sequence of independent random variables such that 
the following moments exist for all n • 
(a) E(X^ ) = 
(c) E C(X^  -
(b) E {(X^  - n^ )2} 
(a)  E 
= > 0 
n 
i6 
Also let 
n 1/3 n 1/2 
B = ( Z p ) and = ( Z of) 
t=l t=l 
If 
lim B /S = 0 , 
. n' n 
n —> 00 
then 
 ^ d 
z (X - 11 )/s > z , 
t=l  ^  ^  ^
where Z is distributed N(0,l) . 
Proof : 
(See Rao [l^ ]^  pages IO7-IO8 for statement and reference.) 
Theorem 2.9 
If is a sequence of random variables such that 
Xn - Opto-:-) 
for r > 0 , then 
X —^  0 . 
n 
Proof: 
Since X^  = O^ fn ^ ) , then for every e > 0 there exists an M^ >0 
such that 
Pr {|Xal > M_ a'f] < e 
17 
for all values of n • 
Now for every 6 > 0 , we can define 
and from above we have 
> s < e 
for all values of n . Therefore, for n > 
Pr [|X^ | > 6} < e . 0 
18 
III. M ESTIMATOR USING THE MEAN COVARIANCE MATRIX 
A. The Model and Assumptions 
In this chapter, the model under consideration is 
z 3 — 0 , 
where 
Z = z + e 
(1.1') 
(1.2') 
can be observed. 
We introduce the special notation 
t^t " k -
e^u(t) 
u^e(t) u^u(t) 
and make the following assumptions: 
Assumption 3.1 
The random variables are independent, have zero means, 
bounded third and fourth moments and E(e^  for t = 1, 2, 
Assumption 3.2 
For any column vector, a , in an open set containing the true 
parameter, p , 
19 
0 < K_ < a'$^ a < K_ < œ , for t = 1, 2, 
where and are fixed. 
Assumption 3-3 
The elements of (i.e., the t^  ^row of z) are bounded by a 
finite constant for t = 1, 2, — . 
Assumption 3-^  
1  ^lim — 2 Abs(^ , ; = H < œ , 
n —^  œ  ^t=l 
where H is a fixed matrix and Abs(^ )^ denotes a (p+1 x p+l) matrix 
whose elements are the absolute values of the elements of . 
Assumption 3-5 
— , n 
$ = lim i Z 
n —^  00 t=l 
exists, while both 
M = lim — x'x 
XX n 
n  — C O  
and 
M* = lim - x'V~^ x 
XX . n 
n —>• œ 
exist and are positive definite. 
20 
Assumption 3-6 
* = ; 
is known. 
B. The Estimator 
An estimator of p in (l.l') will be presented here. We define 
the estimator to be that 3 which minimizes 
n A 
g(3) 
2 P'M.P 
t=l 
(3.1) 
n 
S p 
t=l 
A 
In (3"l), M. is the (p+1 x p+l) matrix defined by 
A 
By further defining 
M 
A 
(3"l) can be rewritten 
A 
(3.2) 
21 
We introduce the notation 
M ' "ZZ ' Z 
1 
n 
Y'Y Y'X 
X'Y X'X 
A 
M^ Y 
A 
A 
Y^ 
A 
&X 
and 
$ " 
$ e 'eu 
Î Ï 
~ ue T uu 
Using this notation, (3-2) can be rewritten 
g(p) 
Myy - 2p| 
 ^ L ' Pi L Pi 
(3.3) 
Differentiating with respect to 3^  , setting the derivative equal 
A 
to zero and replacing by gives 
A A _ A 
MM - + MÇX 9l + G *ue - G ^ uu ^ 1^  
A — A 
P' $ P 
= 0 , (3-^) 
where 
22 
A A A 
a . ^ . (3.5) A — A 
P' $ P 
A — A 
By Assumption 3-2, 0 < p' ^  p < « and both (3*^ ) and (3-5) are defined. 
From (3-5), we obtain 
A A — A 
p'(M - a $) e = 0 , (3.6) 
but this has a non-trivial solution only when a is a root of 
A —— 
|m - » $1 - 0 . (3.7) 
Comparing (3-2) with (3-5)? we see that we are trying to minimize a. • 
A 
Therefore, we define a to be the smallest root of (3-7)-
A 
From (3-^ ), we replace a by a and obtain 
- («XY - ô , (3-8) 
and we define the estimator 
k ' ("xx - Ô («XY - « ' (3-9) 
A 
where a is the smallest root of (3-7)-
23 
C. Properties of the Estimator 
A 
In this section, some theorems concerning the properties of are 
presented. Special notation will be introduced that will simplify the 
study and presentation of these properties. Let 
A A A 
AM = M - E(M) = M - M 
1 
= M - E [ — (z'z + z'e + e*z + e'e)] 
A T -R- A 
= M 
- — Z * z - t = M - M - t 
n ' zz 
A % II Q 
- 1 
0 1 1 
AP = = 
A 
-A3^  
1 
1 
\ Î 
t 
A 
If a. in (3-^ ) is replaced by a. and the above notation is intro­
duced, we obtain 
— _ A 
 ^+ (am) - (l + hot) $ ] p = 0 , 
which can be rewritten 
_ A 
+ (AM) - (A3) $ ] P = 0 . (3-10) 
Theorem 3-1 
Given the model (l-l') and (1.2') with Assumptions 3*1 through 3-6, 
2k-
Aa = a - 1 = 
and 
a3 = 3 - p = op(n"l/2) 
Proof : 
If we utilize the assumptions of the theorem and introduce the 
additional notation 
M = lim — z 'z , 
n ^ œ  ^  
then using  ^as defined in Assumption 3*5, we obtain 
plim M = M + î 
zz ' 
This probability limit is determined by noting that 
1 17 I r M = Z^'Z =  ^(z*z + z*e + e'z + e'e) 
A 
Also, since the root, a , of (3-5) is a continuous function of the 
A _ 
elements of M and  ^, 
A 
plim a = 1 . (3.11) 
In the expression for 3^  , given by (3-9the probability limits 
of the two factors are given by 
25-
and 
A A 
plim - a 
1 1 1 1 A — 
= plim ( — x'x + — x'u + — u'x + — u'u - cz $ ) 
= M + i ~î = M 
XX ~UU ^UU XX 
plim - O 
T -1 T -J  ^— 
= plim ( — x'y + — x'e + — u'y + — u*e -at ) 
M + È - É = M 
xy ~ue "ue xy 
By applying these results to (3.9), we obtain 
plim 
If we premultiply (3-10) by g' and note that = 0 , we have 
3'(AM) p = (Aa) P' $ P • (3-12) 
26 
Since 3^  converges in probability to , it follows that 
3'(AM)p 
AC* = = + o (n" ' ) -1/2, 
e' $ P p' 
"•I/2 Finally, since (aM) = O^ fn" ' ) , we have 
aa = op(n-l/2) , 
In order to investigate the order of A3 ^  it will be useful to 
note that 
1 
M = -X'X = M + - (x'u + u'x + u'u) 
XX n XX n 
If we substitute this into the first term of (3-9)^  we obtain 
 ^u'u - ïuu' 
- Cia) 
= [W,= + â]-l , 
27 
where 
a i (x'u I u'x) t- ( ^  u'u - t ) - (^ a) i , 
A —X/2 
and. each term of a is Op(" )• This implies that 
a = 01 
By a similar procedure, it can "be shown that 
A A _ A 
y[ 
xy (WXY - G = W + t , 
where 
b = i (x'e + u'y) + ( ^ u'e - - (Aa) , 
and 
A 
b = Op(n-l/2) 
Theorem 2-7 can be applied to the first term of (3-9)• The 
resulting expression is given by 
("xx - ô = («XX + â 4. . 
1  ^ ~l/2 The remainder, R is 0 ( — ) , since a = 0 (n ) • We can now 
' n p n p 
make these substitutions into (3-9) to obtain 
k • ° îue' 
- I  1 ^ 1  ^  1  
= (M - M a M~ )(M + b) + 0 ( - ) 
 ^ XX XX XX xy p n 
28 
- 1  - 1  - 1 - 1  - 1 - 1  , 1 s  M M  + M b - M a M M  - M a M b + 0 ( - )  
xxxy XX XX XX xy xx xx p n 
9: + * Pi + °p( ; > • 
Finally, 
APi = 3i - ^ 1 = (b - a Pi) + 0 ( ^ , (3-13) 
A A 
 ^  ^ "I/2 
and since both a and b are Op(n ' ) , 
= Op(n"^ /^ ) . 
The conclusion of the theorem follows. Q 
A 
Before presenting further properties of p , it will be useful to 
express in another form. We begin by examining a portion of (3-13)j 
namely 
A A  ^
(b - a = - [x'(e - u p^ ) + u'(y - x + u'(e - u p^ )] 
' ^ue " fuu ^ 1) - " ^uu ^ 1^  ' 
Since 
(e - u p^ ) = V , 
(y - X p^ ) = 0 
and 
29 
we have 
(*ue - ^uu ^ 1^ = Kv ' 
A A  ^
(b - a =•• - (x'v + u'v) - (1 + Aa) 
uv 
By defining 
A 
A 
" Koc n (x'v ^  u'v) - (1 + aa) 
(3'13) becomes 
A 
ASj =  ^Op( a ) • (3-1^) 
A 
A 
0p can be expressed in a more useful form, if we recall from (3-12) 
that 
_ A A 
aa = (p' $ g)""- g'(am) 3 
and that 3=3+ (ap) • Expanding the first term in a Taylor series 
gives 
aa = (3'îp)"^  3'(am) p - (p'fp)~^ (3'fap)(3'fp)"^ p'(am)3 + 0 ( j ) 
P n 
since (aM) and (aP) are both 0 (n • We finally have 
P 
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By using the definition of (AM) given at the beginning of this section, 
we obtain 
P'(6M) p = p'Mp - - p'fp ; 
but  ^ from (l-l*). Therefore, by defining 
A A 
r2 
and 
= p'Mp 
V 
(Aq:) can be written 
A 
 ^- 0^ ( i ) , 
and 
A 
Finally 
(AO +1) = =; + 01: i; ) • 
^ P n 
V 
 ^ A 
[ : (x'T + U'Y) -  ^L] * °p< J ' ' (3.15) 
V 
and we define 
V 
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A 
A theorem, concerning the properties of 0^  will now be presented-
Such a theorem permits the evaluation of the expectation and variance of 
the limiting distribution of n • 
Theorem 3-2 
Given the model (l.l') and (1-2') with Assumptions 3-1 through 3-S, 
= 0 
n n I o J 0 —_L V 
' ? Ji i "(i) ïvu 
n 
Ï  E f K v ^ ,  
n^  t=l 
V 
where u^  and are the t^  ^rows of u and x respectively. 
Proof : 
From (3•15)' the first result is immediate, since 
A , , E(ff^ ) _ 
E(0p) = [E( J x'v) 4- E( - uV) -
V 
-1 - _ 
= M [ 0 + i — — i n = 0 
XX ' UV  ^~UV-^  
V 
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A A 
In order to determine E(0 0*), it will be convenient to first re-
A  ^^  
write in the following form: 
A 
K = [ n u'v - - ( =; - D , 
and from this form we have 
0' 
V 
x'E(w')x + E [( i u'v - i v'u-$^ )] 
A 
+ E [( ^  - 1)2] + I E [x'v( i v'u - $^ )] 
V 
A 
- I E [x'v( ^  - 1)] 
V 
A 
- 2E [( ^  - l)( ^  u'v - . (3-16) 
V 
We will now evaluate, term by term, the quantity inside the curly brack­
ets. 
By definition, E(VV*) = V . Therefore, 
— x' E(VV')X = — x'Vx , (3-17) 
n^  
and also by definition, 
i Ti»->r _ t" V i ir'n _ •sh ll - •XTaff — 11't E [( - u'v - $^ )(- v u - $^ )] = Var( -u v) - (3-18) 
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New 
A A  ^ 1 
CT^  = p'Mp = - p'z'zp = - (p'z'z3 + 23'z'ep + p's'eg) , 
but since p'z' = 0 and P e = v , 
A n 
= —v'v = — 2 V? 
» t-i * 
A 
utilizing this form of , we have 
A A 
n 
V V V 
1  ^
since = — Z . Evaluating the expectation gives 
 ^ " t=l t^ 
+ z , % - 'v )] ' 
V  ^s t s 
but due to the independence of v^  and v^ , for t / s , the last term 
is zero. Since, by definition. 
we have 
E [(v| - aj )2] = Var(v|) 
V V 
3^  
FinallyJ 
cr^  _ _ n 
• (3.19) 
V V 
In order to evaluate the fourth term of (3»l6), we note that 
E [x'v( ^  v'u - $^ )] = E( i x'w'u) , 
which has ij^  ^element 
n n 
t=l S=1 
Since x%.v, and v u . are independent for t ^  s and since 
ti t s sj 
E(x^ v^^ ) = 0 , the second term is zero. We are left with 
n 
which is the ij^  ^element of the matrix 
i ? X' E(u,v|) . 
t=l 
Finally, we have 
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I E [X'T( i Vu - ^ )^] . ^ s x^ E(u^ ï^ ) . (3-20) 
n u—1 
For an evaluation of the fifth term of (3-l6), we first examine 
A A 
cr^  CT^  
E [x'v ( — - L)] = E(X'V — ) 
=  ^E(x'v ap , 
V 
which has i^  ^element 
i E [ i ( x„ v,)( i)] 
V 
à ; c V" + % , = =ti 
a t=l t ^  s 
V ' 
Since v_^  is independent of v^  when t ^  s , the last term is zero 
leaving 
# ' ti 'ti ' 
V 
which is the i^  ^element of 
36 
We finally have the result 
_ n 
f E [x't( - -f= ^ K E(v^ ) . (3.21) 
G no u—X 
V V 
We will now evaluate the last term of (3-l6). In order to do so, we 
— th ~ let cr denote the i element of the vector Ï , then 
u^ v u^v 
A 
— 
— _ 1 V i n »T E [( - 1)( - u'v -
a 
V 
> , 
- 2 [ =; ( : "'V - $^ )] , 
a' 
which has i^  ^element 
2 n n 
V 
n n n 
E [ E v| (u V - c ) + Z L V 
n cr t=l 1 t / s 1 
V 
Since vf is independent of (u .v - a ) when t ^  s , the second 
"t S X 5 
term is zero. This leaves 
 ^• E E [v?(u^ ..v. - a, , )] , 
P t.l *  ^ "i"" 
which is the i^  ^element of 
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Finally, 
ih Ji " - îuv) i] 
V 
A 
rrS 
1 ZE [( =; - 1)( U'V - t^ )^] . (3.22) 
a" 
V 
Application of the results (3-17) through (3-22) yields the conclu­
sion of the theorem- Q 
A A 
We now present a theorem concerning E(0 0') when an additional 
P P 
assumption of normality is added. 
Theorem 3-3 
Given the model (l.l') and (1.2') with Assumptions 3-1 through 3-6, 
and assuming 
~ Mo, 
then 
 ^ n — — 
+  ^z (a^  ± i 
t=l t^  ^
^ ± f.y. I + - $ i ] 
-2 . N V, ^ uv(t; ^VU n ^ UV ^ VU-^  XX 11 O o—J- X 
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Proof : 
By the normality of the > both the and the are 
also normally distributed. Therefore, all third moments are zero. The 
A A 
fourth and fifth terms of E(0Q0') , as expressed in the conclusion of 
P P 
Theorem 3-2, both become zero under this normality assumption. 
Also; assuming normality gives 
(3.23) 
In the work that follows, it will be useful to define 
u^v(t) u^e(t) u^u(t) ^ 1 
A A 
W(= will nnw pvaliia+.p' +.Vi(a sponnfl f.A-rm nf t.hm nn for V,(é d') in 
Var( i u'v) = E [( i u'v - $^ )( ^  Vu - $^ )] , 
but 
( E - ^ uv' = n ' 
t=l 
where u^  is the t^  ^row of u . Therefore 
VarC i uV) . E [ i S E 
n t=l 8=1 . 
= E [ i Z - *vuCt)' 
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n n 
+ i ^  " 4:w(t))(V8 • ^VU(8))] : 
n t p s 
but the last term is zero, since (u^ v^  - (Vg^ g - tvu(5 
are independent when t ^  s • We are left with 
Var( i u'v) = i 2 E(u^v^v'uj) - Z *vu(t) ' 
5 IS—JL n "C—X 
and the ij^  ^element of E(u^ v^ v^ u^ ) is given by 
(^"ti^ tj^ t^  u^.u (t) \ u^ v(t) %.v(t) 
1 J X. 1 J 
which is the ij^  ^element of 
u^u(t)  ^ u^v(t) ^vu(t) 
Finally, we obtain 
Var( i u'v) . i ^2^ ($uu(t) + *uv(t) •vu(t)) ' 
We observe that 
E [(u^ v^  - = E(u^ v3) - E(v|) , 
which has i^  ^element 
ko 
and under our present assumption of normality, this becomes 
cr^  -3 Vv(t) • \v 
This is the i^  ^element of 
 ^ u^v(t) ~ u^v ' 
and therefore 
Z E 
Z=1 
' t!i *uv(t) - iuv *TU • (3-%) 
Finally, by applying these results to the conclusion of Theorem 3-2, 
the conclusion to the present theorem is obtained. Q 
4l 
IV. PSEUDO MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
In this chapter, the likelihood function will be examined, assuming 
normally distributed errors. The maximum likelihood procedure suggests 
an estimator that we will refer to as the pseudo maxi mum-likelihood esti­
mator (PMLE). The properties of this estimator will be presented. 
A- The Model and Assumptions 
The same model will be employed here as in the last chapter, but will 
be written in terms of the individual elements of zg , namely 
= 0 , (4.1) 
where 
for t = 1, 2, ..., n 
can be observed and is the t^  ^row of z . Throughout the work of 
this chapter, the following assumptions are made. 
Assumption 4.1 
The random variables are independent, have zero means, 
boTonded third and foiirth moments and E(e^  e^ ) = for t = 1, 2, 
Assumption 4.2 
For any column vector, a , in an open set containing the true 
parameter, g , 
0 < < a'l^ a < Ky < CO , for t = 1, 2, ... , 
h2 
where and are fixed. 
Assumption 4.3 
The elements of are bounded by a finite constant for t = 1,2, 
Assumption h.k 
The covariance matrices, , are known for t = 1, 2, n . 
Assumption 
The random variables, , are normally distributed, i.e., 
G, N(0, ^ , ) for t = 1, 2, —, n . 
Assumption 4.6 
The matrices 
and 
—  1 ^ 1  M* = lim - Z z'z^  
n ^  " t.l * * 
n 
±* = lija - L 
' n 
— T _i_  ^
' "fc 
n —> 00 " t=l a 
exist and M* , the lower right-hand (p x p) submatrix of M* is XX o \x- JT/ zz 
non-singular. 
B. The Likelihood Function 
By Assumption 4.5, the maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) of 3 in 
(4.1) is the value of g which maximizes the likelihood function 
k3 
L = it exp(- | e^ ) • 
t=l 
Such a value will also maximize 
, n , n 1 
log L = (Constant) - i Z log 11 I - § Z s, ±+ el • (4.2) 
 ^t=l  ^  ^t=l  ^  ^  ^
Therefore, in order to obtain the maximum-likelihood estimator of p , 
we must find the p that maximizes (4.2) subject to the restrictions of 
model (4.1). In an attempt to find such a g , we note that the only 
term of (4.2) which involves either p or the , is the last term. 
Since the sign of the last term is negative, the maximum-likelihood esti­
mator must minimize 
4 ' (4-3) 
subject to the restrictions given by Model (4.1). By noting that 
= (Z^  - z^ ) and by making a substitution into (4.3), we find we must 
minimize 
t=i 
subject to the restrictions given by model (4.1). Therefore, we are led 
to set up the function 
hk. 
F(e. 
t=i 
where a^ , t = 1, 2, ..., n are lagrangian multipliers. 
Differentiating (4.4) with respect to each results in the 
system of equations 
aF(p.^ z^ , ..., z^ )  ^ _ 2.) - 2a^ 3 , (^ .5) 
for t = 1, 2, ..., n . If each equation is premultiplied by  ^ then 
set equal to zero, we obtain 
(z^ - Zp - g = 0 , (4.6) 
for t = 1, 2, ..., n. By noting that g'z^  = 0 and by premultiplying 
(4.6) by 3* , we have 
-3'z; - @ - 0 
and 
P' z; 
- a. = — . (4.7) 
3- e 
If in each derivative of (4.5) we substitute (4.?), set the deriva­
tive equal to zero and premultiply by g(z^  - Z^ ) , the result is 
^5 
 ^T 3' zHz - Z )p 
("t - 2t)*t - S'" + _ - ° 
P T-k P 
Since (z^  - Z^ ) = -e^  and = 0 , we obtain 
p' z; Z+ p 
t ft ""t Sj. e. 
-1  ^ t "t 
A 
- 7'S By defining = Z^ Z^  , the quantity to be minimized, as expressed 
in (4.3), is simply 
n p' M. p 
Z — . (4.8) 
t=l 3' p 
Sprent [i6] showed that the g which minimizes (4.8) is what he 
calls the "generalized least-sq.uares" estimator for the problem we are 
considering. Howeverj in order to solve (4.8), it is necessary to work 
with ratios of polynomials in p . Such complexity makes it easy to see 
why Sprent did not present the mean and variance of his estimator. 
C. The Estimator 
We will present an estimator which is suggested by the procedure of 
attempting to minimize (4.8), but for which asymptotic properties can be 
obtained. Suppose we take the derivative of (4.8) with respect to p , 
replace p by g* and set the result equal to zero. We have 
k6 
A A 
n 2(p*' t. p*)M, p* - 2(p*' M, p*)l p* 
2 15 £ 5 1£ = 0 . (4.9) 
t=l (P*' t 
For convenience, define 
- p*' It p* 
and 
p*' M, p* 
a* = 
Substitution into (4-9) yields 
il «I  ^
Z — (M, -C^t.)p* = 0 . (4.10) 
t=l a2 t t Tt 
t^ 
Since both and cc^  involve p* , the solution to (4.10) is 
difficult. Therefore, at this point, we suggest an alternative estimator 
to p* . 
 ^  ^ —1/2 Suppose we have any estimator, p , such that (p - p) = 0 (n ' ). 
A 
An example of such an estimator is the P from Chapter 3- Thus we will 
A 
use the notation, p , in this chapter to represent any estimator such 
that 
p = p + 0_(n"l/2) , 
We define 
A 
T2 = p' e -
and 
A A A  
P' 3 i 
""t 
A A 
Now we replace and a* in (4.10) by cr^  and respectively, 
to obtain 
Z j~ (M, - a ^ , ) p = 0 , (4.11) 
t=l a2 t t t 
Vj_ 
which defines our estimator p -
If we recall that 
V = diag (aj , aj , aj ) , 
1^ 2^ n^ 
we can define 
A A A A 
V = diag (a^  aj , aj ) 
1 2 n 
We now multiply (4.11) by — , we have 
( i Z' V'^  Z 
- ^ 
° t=l *2 
a. ^ ) p = 0 t ~t (4.12) 
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It will now be useful to obtain, an explicit expression for • In 
order to do so^  (4.12) will be rewritten as partitioned matrices and vec­
tors . We have 
- Y'V"^  - Y'V"^  
n 
/i : --L 
n 
- X'V'^ Y - X'V'^ X 
n n 
 ^t=l 
V 
A 
n a, 
= t=i s-
V. 
t 
r* ue 
A 
n a, 
eu(t) \ 
(t) 
v^  
1 0 
r 1 
0 
(4.13) 
From (4.13), we obtain an explicit representation of , namely 
A 
n a 
A 
n a 
Pi = [ i i " n t=l ?" 
V, V, 
(4.14) 
Note that; under our present assumptions; all of the components on 
the right-hand side of (4.l4 ) can be computed from the available data. 
D. Properties of the Estimator 
In this section, theorems will be given that will describe some of 
the asymptotic properties of . To facilitate the study of such 
k9 
properties, some useful relationships will be noted, namely 
Y = + V , 
where 
V = e - up^  , (4.1$) 
and 
u^e(t) ~ u^v(t)  ^ u^u(t) ^1 
By making these substitutions into (^ •1'+) and by defining 
1 _ 1 r ± , (t.lS) 
we have 
A 
n 
Z
t=l 
^t 
V, 
t 
a " ' " - n ;:i 22 fuuCt) ' 
A_ - 1 ^4-
Pi = a- [ E X' V" % 9i + E- X' V" T - *uv(t) 
A 
n 
E 
t=l 
t^ 
t^ 
4^ ,111 C+.1 
A - -, A - - n Qj, 
.  H -  [ (  J  X '  V -  X - - @ 1  
t^ 
1 T n a 
' sT W)» 
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A_1 ^ 
= [H PI + E] , (4.17) 
where 
n 
" = îT W) t=l cr": 
A 
' i >=• H- i u' V - i ^ $uy(t) • (4.18) 
"'t 
Now from (4.17), we have 
~ -^1 ^   ^
Pi - Pi = H N . (4.19) 
Theorems will now be presented concerning the properties of the 
estimator, i^ • The first two theorems will consider the more general 
case obtained by disregarding Assumption 4.5-
Theorem 4.1 
Given the model (4.1) with Assumptions 4.1 through 4.4, and assuming 
A A —1/2 
the estimator, 3 , is such that (p - p) = ©^ (n ' ) , then 
êi - @1 ' ( 1 %' v-i x)'"- fg + Op( i ) , 
where 
^ Î 4 u^v(t)] • 
t^ t^ 
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Proof: 
Now from we have 
A 
H = i (x' + u');-!(% + u) _ 1  ^*uu(t) 
A 
1 (x' + u')V-l(x + u) - 1 Z + Op(n-l/2) , 
 ^  ^t=l a' 
since 
and therefore 
V"^  = V'^  + 0 . 
P 
Thus, to 0^ (n~^ /^ ) , 
H  =  - x ' V ^ x + ( - x '  V " ^  u  +  -  u '  V " ^  x )  +  -  u '  V " ^  u  
n  ^ n n n 
A 
n cr 
- E =;r i, 
t=l a2 
t^ 
~l/2 If we note that the second term is 0^ (n ' ) , that 
i u. y-^  „ = i A *Mt) * 
V, 
52 
and that 
A A A  
1 : j. 1 = . 
" t=l " t.l (S= )= 
t^ t^ 
° L!i ;r>uu(t) + 
t^ 
then we have 
H = i x' V"^  X + 0 (n"^ /^ ) . (4.20) 
Presentation of the remainder of the proof will be simplified if we 
define 
A 
AP = P - P , 
= 2(AP')$tP 
and 
A 
AcrJ = 2(AP')M^ 3 . 
mt 
"I/2 Since, in this theorem we assume aP = Op(n ' ) , we also have 
A A A 
= P' tt P = (e' + 6P') + AP) 
= P' tt P + 2(AP') 9 + (AP') (A9) 
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•  ^  V s '  
Therefore, to 0 ( — ) , p n ' 
and since = 0^ (n , we can expand a~^  in a Taylor series and 
obtain 
Vt Vt 
Also, 
1  ^ _ 1_ 
> cjS " (a2 )2 t^' " 
"^ t t^ t^ 
(Afff, ) + 0„( i ) . (4.21) 
but 
A - A A A 
°t = P' «t 9 , 
% 
A A A  
p' p = (3' + A3') (p + AP) 
A n 
= P' Zt %t 9 + ^ (AP') Mt 9 + °p( g ) 
= i + °p( E ) • 
Therefore, since (ûo^  ) = 0 (n ^  ) also, we have 
m^t  ^
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a, = (AaJ )] [v| + (AaJ )] + 0 ( i ) 
mt 
V? (&'? ,) vf 
;r ^   
 ^ '-"t 
We now apply (4.21) to obtain 
i X. V . i Ï 
"  ^t=l 
, n x! V n X' V, 
"^ t t^ 
t^ 
i X' V"^  V + Op( 1 ) . (4.23) 
AlsO; by using (4.21) and (4.22), we have 
- 47a  ^(KJ - f  ^°p( 5 ' • ("•*) 
t t 
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A 
If we now apply (^ .2l) through to N as expressed in (k.l8), the 
result is 
; = I 1:1 [1 
"  ^t=l cT^  
t^ t^ 
n , vf 
t^ t^ 
- x' V~^  V + 
n vf 
n 
 ^t=l a2 
t^ t^ 
i : 
° t«i (of. y-
We demonstrate that the third term to the right of the second equality 
Op( n ) " 
Substituting the expression for Aa^  and , the term can be 
t^ m^t 
rewritten as 
1 S 2 
- — z 
t=l (02 )2 
V? 
[(AP')it 9 "4 + (AC') Mt 9 *uv(t) 
t^ 
t 
- 2 ^ (A3') P ^ mr(t)^  ' 
\ 
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Using 
% *  - tt) ' 
"t = + (*1%) 
and 
z_j_6 — 0 f 
we have 
; J, ^  + •uv(t) - ^ } U(t)) 
+ (ae-)(&«%) p . 
which is seen to be  ^) . Therefore, 
A  ^ _ n V2 
% 
(^ .25) 
Applying (4.25) to (4.19) yields the conclusion of the theorem. Q 
As in the last chapter^  if we knew E(0„) and E(0_0*) , we would 
P P p 
essentially know the mean and variance of the limiting distribution of 
. A theorem is now presented which gives these expectations. 
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Theorem h.2 
Given the model (4.1) with Assumptions 4.1 through 4.4, and assuming 
A A -I/? ~ 
we have an estimator, p , such that (g - p) = O^ fn  ^ , then 0^  , as 
defined in Theorem 4.1, has the following properties: 
E(0p) = 0 
? t=i^  ^(aj )2 *u.v(t)][% $vu(t)])' 
Proof : 
Let us begin by rewriting , we have 
~ 1 T , n u' V. VF 
= - X' V Y + E [ a2 ' (cr2 )2 ^ w(t)^  
t^ t^ 
and E(—x' V^ v) = 0 , we 
n 
Since E(v|) = , E(u^ v^ ) = 
immediately have the first result, namely £(0^ ) = 0 . 
We will now evaluate the following, term by term: 
E(0O5') = E( — x' V'^  V v' V"^  x) 
3 3 n^  
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'' n® t=l aj " (aj T 
t t 
V' u 
- ^^ vu(s,3) • (^ '^ ) 
Considering the first term, we have 
e( — x' v~^ V v' v"^ x) = — x' v"^ E(VV') v"^ X 
X? X? 
= — x' V~^ V V"^ X = — x' V"^ X . (4.27) 
n^  n^  
In order to evaluate the second term of (4.26), we note that the 
term can be rewritten 
1  ^
E( — S 
n^  t=l 
*t "^ t S r s^ 
~ S?1 ~ 
v2 
s 
(of )= 
s 
i I j. ^ "t) 
n^  t=l (of ^  
E(x' v^ ) 
(»; 
t 
vu (t)-
i J J ^ ^ 
t / s aj 
s(x4 Y;) 
'vu(s)-
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Even though normality is not assumed, in this theorem, the independence of 
(x'Vf) and (v'u ) and the independence of (x'v,) and (v^ ) imply 
u S S "C V S 
that the last term is equal to zero. We are then left with 
n v2 vf 
I n x' E(v^ ) 
? t=l 7^ 1^   ^ M^t)^  ' 
"t Tt (4.28) 
The third term of (4.26) can be written 
E( 
n 
E 
n 
E t^ ^  
n t=l 8=1 
vf v' 
* ]) 
,2 >2 •'uv(t) ) 
= — 2 [ 
n^  t=l (of )2 - 4. 
E(v3 Xt) 
uv(t) (g2 )3 
t^ 
n 
Z 
n 
n t / 
S [ 
E(u. t "t 
4 uv (t) 
s^ ^ s^  
(of )= ?! 
Again by our assumption of independence, the last term is equal to zero, 
and we have 
, n u ' v, vf , 
? t'l '—• 
"t 
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i S 
r? t=l tE(ui - ^ uv(t) 
(4.29) 
We will rewrite the last teim of (4.26) in a more useful form, 
namely 
i ' ;r *uv(t)] K H - -f •vu(t)" 
t^ t^ t^ 
n n ui V V? 
Z E E([ 
nf t ^  8 a® (o^  )^  
t^ t^ 
v' u 
[ _s_s s_i ]) 
gS (*2 )2 Tvu(s)J' 
V V 
s s 
By independence, the last term is equal to zero, and we have 
7- t=i W^s)]) 
V,' V, V W ' t t s s 
(4.30) 
When the results (4.27) through (4-30) are applied to (4-26), the 
conclusion of the theorem is obtained. Q 
If we make an additional assumption, concerning the normality of the 
errors, we can present a corollary to Theorem 4.2. 
6l 
Corollary U.l 
Given the model (4.1) with Assumptions 4.1 through 4.$, and assuming 
_2/2 ~ 
we have an estimator, p , such that (p - p) = O^ fn ' ) , then 0^  , as 
defined in Theorem 4.1, has the following property: 
Proof : 
Referring to the conclusion of Theorem 4.2, the first term of 
E(0 0') is unchanged. The second and third terms are equal to zero, 
P P 
since they involve third moments of normally distributed randcan variables. 
Therefore, the only thing left to evaluate is the last term of the 
expression, namely 
n V? v2 
t=i (a2 )2 - ^2 u^v(t)^ '^ % " ^ 2 v^u(t)]) 
(4.31) 
For convenience, we will let cr denote the i^  ^element of 
th 
u^v(t) ' element of (4.31) can then be written 
t^ t^ t^ 
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i Jx ^  - ;r t 
*2 *UL.Vt * (,2 )2 *U.Vt °UjVt^  
Now with the normality assumption, these expectations can be evaluated 
as follows : 
G(UtiVtUtj) ° "u " 'u.u (t) "v^  
.(vKj) = 3%.,^  
E(v^ ) » 3(1? • 
 ^ t^ 
The ij^  ^element of (4.31) is seen to be 
, n 2 
— Z [2a a + a /, \ 
t-l (oj )= 
o o H — a a (c^  
i^^ t Uj^ t ""t (ff2 )2 ""t 
t^ t^ 
which is the ij^  ^element of 
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2^ (a^  u^v(t) ^vu(t) u^u(t) 
 ^^uv(t) ^vu(t) ^  ^  ^ uv(t) ^vu(t) 
2^ (o^  )2 v^u(t) ^   ^
t 
For purposes of inference, it is useful to know the asymptotic distri­
bution of the estimator, . A theorem concerning this distribution 
will now be presented, and will be based on the assumption of normally-
distributed errors. 
Theorem ^ -3 
Given the model (4.1) with Assumptions 4.1 through 4.6, and assuming 
 ^  ^ "I/2 
we have an estimator, p , such that (p - p) = 0^ (n ' ) , then the 
estimator, p^  , defined by (4.l4) has the property: 
k/T (p^  - p^ ) 
is asymptotically distributed as a normal random variable with mean zero 
and covariance matrix given by 
lim [n( i x' V"^  x) ^ E(0o0ô)( ~ %' x) 
n —• CO 3 P n 
6k 
Proof : 
From Theorem k.l, 
( i x- + Op( 1 ) 
and for an arbitrary p-dimensional, real-valued vector, x , we have 
i/T X' ( i x' V"^  x)($i - = /IT k' + Op(n"^ /^ ) 
t^^ t ^  Vt 
""t t^ 
ruv(t)-
;  t !L S t + '  
where 
p i^ *ti "^ t i^ ^ ti ^ t X.vf 
" iîl '• 5 * ? (cf )= ' 
t^ t^ "^ t 
and is the i^  ^element of the vector, \ • 
Note that the random variables, , are independent with zero 
means. Since each of the terms of is a polynomial functicxi of 
normally distributed random variables divided by a power of , and 
t^ 
since, by assumption, and x. are bounded, all moments of 
Ô5 
are bounded. Let us denote the second and third moments of by 6^  
and y, respectively- As the moments are bounded, it follows that 
lim = 0 
" ^  ( s 6. 9-/^ 
t=l 
and by the Liapounov form of the Central Limit Theorem (Theorem 2.8), 
/T X' ( ^ x' v"^  x) ( Pi -
converges in distribution to a normal random variable. Since the above 
holds for an arbitrary, real-valued vector, \ , the conditions of the 
Multivariate Central Limit Theorem (Theorem 2,h) are satisfied. This 
implies that 
yr ( i X' V"^ x) (3^ - 3^) 
converges in distribution to a normally distributed random variable. The 
mean and variance are immediate from Theorem 4.2, the limits existing by 
Assumption U.6. 
We will now introduce a statistic that may be useful for testing the 
appropriateness of model (4.1). 
Corollary 4.2 
Given the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, 
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1 > 1 : jl. 1 : ji . 0 , 
» * * t=l 0= * t=l *2 P 
where 
< = P' $t 9 • 
Proof; 
~ _L/2 Since = 0^ (n ' ) , we have 
Pi - Pi - 0 (n-1/2) 
by Theorem The result of this corollary follows- Q 
Note that when model (4.1) holds, since v^  ~ N(0, ) , then 
g i 
t=l 
t^ 
is distributed as a chi-sq.uare random variable with n degrees of free-
A 
dom- For this reason, can be used to test the appropriateness of 
model (4.1). 
By analogy to classical regression theory, we might well choose to 
A 
test as a chi-square random variable with n-p-1 degrees of freedom. 
6? 
E. A Revised Estimator 
In this section, the estimator given by will be revised some­
what. In order to present the revised estimator, it will be useful to 
define 
M* = -
n 
Z 
t=l 
% % 
% 
and 
i* = -
n 
Z 
t=l 
A 
V, 
a# 
e I* eu 
i* i* 
"ue '"1 uu 
Employing this notation, (^ .1^ ) can be rewritten as 
Pi = <«ÈC - (4.14') 
The estimator to be considered in this section is 3* , satisfying 
(M* - a: $*) p* = 0 , (4.32) 
where a* is the smallest root of 
|M* - a I =0 (4.33) 
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From (4.32), an explicit expression for p* can be obtained, namely 
p* = (Mgb - Of» (%%? - o* 5*e) • (^ '3k) 
A theorem concerning a* will now be presented. The theorem will 
be used in determining the asymptotic properties of the estimator, 3* • 
Theorem 
Given the model (4.1) with Assumptions 4.1 through 4.4, and assuming 
we have an estimator, p , such that (p - p) = 0^(n , then a* , 
defined by (4.33), has the property 
a» = 1 + Op( è ) • 
Proof: 
Note that, since (aP) = 0^(n''^/^) , 
= p' 9 = + 2p' (ap) + op( i ) 
= + Op(n-^ /^ ) (4.35) 
and 
A A A 
v; . e' Zt' Zt P - H h + Op( E ) 
= vj + Op(n"^ /2) . (4.36) 
Therefore, using (4-35), 
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% 
= i Z 
" t=l a^ 
t^ 
(:;%% + ft) + Op(n"^ /^ ) ' 
and by Theorem 2-9? 
1 " 1 
plim M* = lim - E — (zJz. + ±.) 
. Z1 , _ XX 'X 
n —> 00 " t=l 
= + $* , (4.37) 
where M*^  and are defined in Assumption 4.6. AlsOj using (4.35) 
and (4.36), 
and 
Î» , i S Jl & + 0 (n-l/2) 
" t=l a® P 
"^ t t^ 
— T  ^ 1 "" 
plim I* = lim i Z — . (4.38) 
n —> CO " t=l 
Therefore, since the root, C£* , is a continuous function of the elements 
of M* and , 
plim or*- = 1 
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In the expression for , given by (^ -3^ ), the probability limits 
of the two factors are found by using (k.37) and (^ .38). We have 
plim (M* - a* ) = M* + 4-* - = M* 
^ ^ 'uu XX "uu "uu XX 
and 
Applying these results to .3^ ), yields 
plim p* = = Pi . (4.39) 
Substituting the definitions of M* and into (^ -32) gives 
[  i  Z -  a * ( ^ Z  Â ^ Â ^ ) ] 3 *  =  0 -  ( 4 . 4 0 )  
t=l a 
't 
n 
 A & A^ )] e    
t=l a2 
' t 
. define v| = z^ e* . The 
n Of V. 
Z t A^ 
t )] = 0 ; 
t=l 
t^ 
02 
t^ 
j - i s  ^  - a *  (  ±  L  ^ ^ 2   ,  ( h . h l )  
t=l 0; 
where = p** p* . 
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Define 
AO* = a* - 1 
and 
= H h -  B(%t Zt) ' "t - "t 
° H * < + (st =t - $t) • 
Substitution into (4-4o) yields 
1 n M (am ) vj $ 
— Z [ — + — (1 + AO*) X— Â— ] P* = 0 . (4.42) 
" t=l > ff2 (,2 
t^ t^ t^ t^ 
Eremultiplying (4,42) by p' and noting that 6'M, = 0'$,, , we obtain 
A 
1 n p'(AMt)p* 
"+ '^ + "^ + 
(Ao^ ) ^ (4.43) 
n VI 
t^ t^ 
Since plim p* = g , the numerator of (4.43) is 0^ (n ^ ^^ ) while the 
denominator is 0^ (1) , therefore 
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(ACK*) = 
Let (4.3^ ) be rewritten 
~ 1-1 9 = (% - - (a«*) [% -
By applying Theorem 2-7, we obtain 
* (Aa*)(M£: - - %e) ^ °p( S ' ' 
"I/2 
since (A#*) = O^ fn ) . From (U.li+')^  p* can be expressed as 
% - Pi - (Aa*)(^  
+ ïî„ Pi ^  Op( S ) • 
Therefore, since (6cr*) = 0^ (11"^ '^ ) and + 0 (n~^ ^^ ) , we have 
' @1 + OpCh'^ '/^ y • 
It follows Immediately that 
(AP*) - P* - P = Op(n~^ /^ ) . 
If we note that 
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= P' Gt P - e' 9 = ,2 
V, ' 
and substitute g + (AP*) for p* in (4.4-3), the result is 
(AO*) = A/B , (4.45) 
where 
and 
-, n t^ V P'(AM, )(aP*) VF 
t^ t^ t^ t^ 
% p* $+ (ap*) 
t^ "^ t 
n n V? V V? p' 1 (AP*) 
B = ^ Z [ - ^ — ^  + P ] 
*  ^ Sz 
t^ "^ t t^ 
The numerator of (4.4$) can be written 
, n -f - < Cf 
t^ t^ t^ 
n Ï < ] + Op( n ) • (4-4G) 
t=l (f )= ^ - % 
Jh 
Substituting (^ -35) and into (4.^ 6) permits us to write the numer­
ator of (^ -^ 5) as 
1 " A = - E 
i S 
° t=l (î® )a ' t ' 't 
["i P' $t - < "t + °p( n ' 
K *t - < P' < 
- °î^  P' < S] + °p( n ) 
°p( Ï ) 
Therefore, since the denominator of (^ *^ 5) is 0^ (l) , 
(AO*) = Op( ^  ) • D 
A useful corollary to Theorem k.k- is easily proved-
Corollary 4-3 
Given the model (4.1) with Assxmptions 4.1 through 4.4, and assuming 
we have an estimator g , such that (p-p)=0(n '), then 
gf- Pi = ( i X' v-^ x) + o,( ; ) , 
where 3* is defined by (4.34) and 0^  is defined in Theorem 4.1. 
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Proof: 
If we apply the conclusion of Theorem 4.4 to (4.34), and expand 
in a Taylor series by Theorem 2.7, we have 
Pf" = ) • 
The result follows immediately from the conclusion of Theorem 4.1. Q 
The importance of this corollary is that it allows us to apply all 
of the results, from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and from Corollaries 4.1 and 
4.2, to the revised estimator, . 
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V. A MONTE CARLO STUDY 
A ~ 
In Chapters 3 and h, the estimators p, p and g* were proposed. 
Although asymptotic properties of these estimators were also presented, 
the question arises as to how well the estimators will perform under small 
sançile conditions. To aid in answering this question, a Monte Carlo 
study was undertaken. Samples of size 30 and size 60 were generated for 
several different covariance structures, each employing the same two-
parameter model- The model, method, results and conclusions are pre­
sented in the following sections of this chapter. 
A. The Model and Method 
The model considered in this chapter is 
' ''tl - ^ 2 ' (5-1) 
where t = 1, 2, ..., n , and x,. is an element of the (n x 2) matrix, 
X . 
The elements of x were formed by first choosing 2n values from 
a table of uniform random numbers- To create x-variables with nearly 
zero means, the approximate sample mean of the elements in each column 
was subtracted from each element in that column- The resulting trans­
formed X 's possess the property that, when summed over t , the sum 
is essentially zero for j = 1, 2 . 
A computer program was written that permits the use of a different 
covariance matrix for each of the n observations- We denote these 
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covariance matrices by 
Vt 
Vt 
u. It 
V2t 
2^®t 
%t 
t^ 
y t — 1; 2, •••jH 
The n transformation matrices, (each is 3 x 3); were defined 
such that 
, t — 1, 2, n 
Each tfonte Carlo sample of size n was obtained by generating 3n nor­
mally distributed, independent random variables with mean zero and vari­
ance equal to one. By dividing these random numbers into groups of 
three each, the 3-dimensional, independent random variables 
< = (Stl' St2' Sts) - t — 1, 2, ••", n , 
were created. The were in turn transformed to the independent 
random variables 
s = It "l - K(0' •'t ' 
for t = 1, 2, ..., n . 
For the model used in this chapter. 
— - (x+1 - } (5*2) tl t2' tl' t2' 
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for t = 1, 2, ...J n . The "observable" random variables, , were 
formed by adding the corresponding to each . That is 
Z_j_ = } t = 1, 2, • • • J n 
A 
The Z^ 's and $^ 's were then used to compute the estimate, , 
based on the mean covariance matrix and , the pseudo maximum likeli­
hood estimator. 
During the preliminary Monte Carlo work, it was quickly found that 
A 
both and occasionally assumed values far from the known . 
In order to eliminate this heavy tail property, both estimators were 
modified in a manner analogous to that employed by Fuller [4]. 
A 
The estimator, 3^  , was modified from the form given in (3-9)' The 
modified estimator is given by 
Si(k) = [«xx - - E ) fuu] ^  ["XY - (= - ; ) L] ' <5-3) 
where k > 0 is a fixed number. 
The estimator, , was also found to have a large variance. There­
fore, the revised estimator, p* , as given in (4.3^ ), was introduced and 
was found to have a substantially smaller variance than p^  . The reduc­
tion in variance was due largely to the elimination of extreme values 
that were occasionally assumed by the estimator, p^  • The estimator, 
p* , was itself modified using the method suggested by Fuller. The 
resulting estimator is 
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p*(k) = [M^ - (a* - I ) - (a* - I ) $*g(k)] , 
(5.4) 
where $* (k) and i* (k) are submatrices of 
'uu ~ue 
k 
— , n (q: •)— ) 
$*(%) = s : a/ *t • (5-5) 
t=l 0^  
B. Results 
As a result of the preliminary work mentioned in the previous sec­
tion, modifications were introduced that are analogous to those employed 
A 
by Fuller [U]. The resulting estimators are p^ (k) , defined by (5-3)? 
and Pj^ (k) , defined by ($.4). The remainder of this chapter will be 
based upon these two estimators. 
Table 1 contains the results of nine separate Monte Carlo experi­
ments of 500 samples each- Seven of the experiments were based upon 
samples of size 30 while two experiments used samples of size 60. There­
fore, the results of Table 1 consist of 3500 samples with n=30 and 1000 
samples with n=60. 
Three different diagonal covariance structures were used. These 
covariance structures are as follows: 
Structure A; 
This structure consists of 30 different covariance matrices. Each 
matrix is diagonal, and they range from = diag(20.8, 1^ .9; 1^ -9) to 
8o 
= diag(60.1, 30'0, 30"0). Each matrix is formed from a matrix 
such that for t =1, 2, 30- The transformation 
matrices, , are accepted by the computer program, rather than the 
directly. Therefore, for convenience, the values of the diagonal 
elements of the matrices T^  , for t = 2, 3, —, 2$ , were chosen to 
be linear interpolations between the corresponding diagonal elements of 
Ti and T^o • 
When a sample of n=60 was studied, each of the 30 different covari-
ance matrices was used with two observations. 
Structure B: 
This structure also consists of 30 different covariance matrices, 
which were formed in the same way as those of structure A. However, in 
this structure, the range is from = diag(20.8, ih-S, 7.4) to 
= diag(60.1, 30.0, 15.0). 
Structure C: 
This structure consists of only 2 different covariance matrices. 
Each was used in generating one-half of the observations- The matrices 
are given by 2^t-l ~ &iag(20.0, 10.0, 5-0) and = diag(60.1, 30.0, 
15.0) for t = 1, 2, ..., 15. 
The column headings of Table 1 require some definitions. If we 
denote the parameters to be estimated by 
— — — 
Pil 1 
II = 
) 
-1 
8i 
then both and 3*^ (k) estimate , for i = 1, 2 . This 
notation is employed in the following definitions: 
A A 
B. = Bias [p^ .(k)] B* = Bias [p*.(k)] 
A A 
MSE^  = MSE [p^ (^k)] MSE* = MSE [p*^ (k)] 
where i = 1, 2 in all cases, and where 8^  ^ and are the 
sampling variance and the theoretical variance of ; respectively. 
C. Conclusions 
Several conditions "become apparent as we study Table 1. Experiments 
1 through 5 provide a comparison of the effects of different values of k 
A 
on the estimators p^ (k) and p*(k) . In these experiments, the sançîle 
size (n=30) and the covariance structure (A) remain the same. Since only 
k varies, a direct comparison is available. We note that, as k in-
A A 
creases, the biases of all four estimators, p^ (k), p^ (k), p*^ (k) and 
P^ (k) , increase, but in general, the mean square errors decrease. 
However, the changes in mean square error of p*^ (k) and p|^ (k) for 
k = 4, $ and 6 are moderate. For this reason, if one dislikes a large 
bias, it may be preferable to choose k=4. This is true since little is 
lost in terms of increased mean square error, but bias is reduced con­
siderably. It should be noted that the behavior of the mean square 
Table 1. Results of Monte Carlo study of and P|^ (k) 
bq). 
fo. 
Gov. 
Str. n k 
A 
®1 
A 
MSEi BJ 1^1 Rgi 
A 
®2 MSEg B| MSE* 1^2 2^2 
1 A 30 1 .002 .1057 .006 .0968 1.09 1.14 -.005 .1339 -.008 .1206 1.11 1.22 
2 A 30 2 -.032 .0856 -.031 .0764 1.12 .89 .020 .1129 .019 .1010 1.12 1.02 
3 A 30 h -.073 .0763 -.076 . 0686 1.11 .74 .066 .0961 .070 .0858 1.12 .82 
h A 30 5 -.092 .07^ 2 -.098 .0672 1.10 .68 .088 .0918 .095 .0823 1.12 .7^  
5 A 30 6 -.110 .0732 -.121 .0675 1.08 .63 .108 .0893 .119 .0808 1.11 .68 
6 A 6o 4 
-.035 .0437 -.035 .0402 1.09 .89 .030 .0496 .031 .0443 1.12 .90 
7 B 30 k -.067 .0661 -.069 .0601 1.10 .76 .028 .0798 .032 .0710 1.12 .93 
8 B 6o k 
-.033 .0374 -.032 .0346 1.08 .89 .012 .0391 .014 .0353 1.11 .95 
9 C 30 k -.062 .0727 -.052 .0501 1.45 .81 .021 .0743 .029 .0543 1.37 .97 
Table 2. Comparison of observed percentiles for experiments 1, 3 and U with theoretical percentiles 
for the normal distribution 
Probability 
in Percent 
Results for Results for 
Theoretical 
Percentile 
Deviations ^ for Exp. No. Theoretical 
Percentile 
Deviations^  for Exp. No. 
l(k=l) 3(k=4j 4(k=5) l(k=l) 3(fc=4) 4(k=5) 
1 .322 -.076 1 b
 
-.080 -1.732 .397 1 t
 
-.145 
5 .521 -.009 .010 .013 -1.517 .107 -.075 -.127 
10 .628 .016 .027 .o4i -1.402 .04l -.115 -.150 
20 .756 .003 .o4o .057 -1.264 .007 -.122 -.154 
30 .847 .010 .055 ,072 -1.165 -.002 -.095 -.123 
ho .926 .001 .066 .084 -1.079 -.007 -.089 -.119 
50 1.000 .005 .082 .100 -1.000 -.011 -.088 -.107 
6o 1.074 .017 .100 .125 - .921 -.031 -.079 -.098 
70 1.153 .030 .115 .14] - .835 -.033 -, 066 -.080 
80 1.244 .026 .120 .145 - .736 -.010 -.036 -.055 
90 1.372 -.009 .116 .155 - .598 .012 -.019 -.027 
95 1.479 -.048 .132 .172 - .483 .029 -.006 -.004 
99 1.678 -.209 .070 .137 - .268 -.008 .012 .016 
 ^Theoretical Percentile - Observed Percentile 
Table 3- Comparison of observed percentiles for experiment 6 with theoretical percentiles for the 
normal distribution 
Probability 
in Percent 
Results for Results for P^(4) 
Theoretical 
Percentile 
Observed 
Percentile Deviation^  
Theoretical 
Percentile 
Observed 
Percentile Deviation^  
1 .513 .535 -.022 -1.513 -1.457 -.056 
5 .656 .657 -.001 -1.362 -1.316 -.046 
10 .732 .721 .011 -1.282 -1.234 -.048 
20 .824 .790 .034 -1.185 -1.143 -.042 
30 .890 .857 .033 -1.116 -1.072 -.044 
4o .947 .904 .043 -1.056 -1.015 -.04l 
50 1.000 .957 .043 -1.000 -.969 -.031 
6o 1.053 1.013 .o4o -.944 -.902 -.042 
70 1.110 1.061 .049 -.844 -.862 .018 
8o 1.176 1.120 .056 -.815 -.800 -.015 
90 1.268 1.240 .028 -.718 s 0
 
00
 
-.010 
95 1.3^4 1.312 .032 -.638 -.646 .008 
99 1.487 1.428 .059 -.487 -.490 .003 
 ^Theoretical Percentile - Observed Percentile 
% 
errors is consistent -with the theory developed by Fuller [4^ . He sug­
gested k > 3 . 
Con^ arisons of experiments 3 •'with 6 and J with 8 provide exançles 
of the effects of different sainple sizes. In the case of each of the 
A A 
four estimators, l^l(^ )' and , both the bias 
and the mean square error were reduced as the sample size increased. 
This is consistent with the theory of Chapters 3 and 4. 
Exam,nation of columns and , in Table 1, indicates that 
A 
the ratios of the mean square errors of g^ (k) to 3£(k) are quite 
A 
constant for experiments 1 through 8, with pj^ (k) consistently having 
the higher mean square error. For the covariance structures A and B, 
A 
the mean square error of p^ k^) was about lOfo higher than that for 
P*(k) . However, for experiment 9, the improvement in mean square error 
A 
of 3j(k) over that for g^ k^) was about kc/jh. This is to be expected, 
A 
since the mean covariance matrix used in computing P^ (k) is a poor 
approximation to either of the two covariance matrices of covariance 
structure C. 
From Table 2, it can be seen that the values of p*^ (l), i = 1, 2, 
closely fit the normal distribution near the median, but do not fit as 
well in the tails. On the other hand, k=4 gives a fairly good fit on each 
tail with only moderate deviations near the median. Setting k=5 seems to 
do uniformly worse than k=4. 
When the results of experiment 6 in Table 3 are conpared with the 
results of experiment 3 in Table 2, the effect of increased sample size 
is apparent. That is, for n=6o, the values of both and 
86 
were more nearly normal than they were with n=30. 
In summary^  the Monte Carlo results are consistent with the theory 
developed in previous chapters. Furthermore, the modified estimators 
A 
P^ (k) and p*(k) , defined by (5.3) and ($.4) are recommended. P*(k) 
A 
performed uniformly better than P^ (k) , and would be preferable. The 
Monte Carlo results indicate that a choice of k=4- is reasonable for either 
A 
P^ (k) or p*(k) . 
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VI. SUMMARY 
The errors-in-variables model investigated is based on the exact 
mathematical relationships 
y.j, — ' 't — l- j  . . .  J  n y  
where the are scalars_, the x.^  are (l x p) vectors and 3^  ^ is a 
(p X l) vector. The y^  and the elements of the x^  cannot be observed 
directly, but only with error. We denote the covariance matrix of the 
errors in observing y^  and x^  by the (p+1 x p+l) matrix, , 
t = 1, 2, ..., n . It is assumed that errors for t=i are independent of 
- 1 % , those for t=j , when if j . The mean  ^  ^ of the n covariance 
t=l 
matrices is assumed known. A consistent estimator of , denoted by 
A A 
, is constructed and the large-sample mean and variance of derived, 
both under the as sumption of normality and without that assumption. 
A 
The estimator, , is defined by 
êi - " W ' (G'l) 
where a is the smallest root of |M-a^ |=0, = (Y^ , X^ ) , 
Xt = \  ^®t ' " = i / = ÏÏ \ 
t=± 0=1 
are the errors in observing and respective!^ ''. 
A 
The estimator^  is consistent and in large samples 
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Var(p^) = M 
XX 
[A 
n 
1 % 
x' Vx + — Z (of È 
tz.1 V, '^ uu(t) ^  ^'•av(t) ^ 'vu(t)^  
z K î„ 
n 2 C5=)= t=l 'vu
(6.2) 
6 " 
0^  t=l t 
Z c r ^ i  i + - i  i  ]  m " ^  ,  
, V, "^vu n ^ uv ^ Tu. XX ' 
where and V = E(w') . 
The likelihood function, ass^ uming normality and known $^ 's , is 
investigated. The value of p which maximizes this function is the 
solution of a very complicated system of equations. Because of this 
conqjlexity, no explicit expression for the estimator has been obtained. 
Therefore, an alternative estimator, (3* , suggested by the likelihood 
equations, is introduced. This "Pseudo Maximum-Likelihood Estimator" is 
a two-step estimator. To confute it, a preliminary consistent estimate, 
A 
such as is required. The final estimate is confuted as a function 
A 
of in a second step. 
The large sample mean and variance of p* are evaluated for a general 
class of the errors of observation. When the errors are assumed to have a 
multivariate normal distribution, p* is shown to be asymptotically 
normal, and a test for the appropriateness of the model is presented. 
The estimator is given by 
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Pî = [ n 
n 
Z % 
t=i 
V, 
c è  
n % 
" t=i 
A A A  
a* -
n 
n p' M p 
tîi TF? 
-1 
1  ^0^  - Z 
A A A  
P' 
t=l (cr )' 'ue(t)-
(6.3) 
A ± 
where r = P'zL g , and cc^  is the smallest root of 
1 g A 
"t.! 
a 
P' M 3 
$+ = 0 
Under the assumption of normally distributed errors, - p^ ) is 
shown to be asyngtotically normal with zero mean^  and for large saniples 
Var(p*) = ( - X' V"^ x) ^  [ — x' v"^ x 1 n 2^ 
n 
+ — Z 1 
n^  t=l (o^  t  ^ -2 °^Vj. ^ uu(t) ~ ^ uv(t) ^•vu(t)^  ^
•  ( - X 'V~^X) . (6.4) 
A comparison of (6.2) and (6.4) indicates that, for large samples, 
A 
Var(p*) < Var(p^ ) , when normality is assumed-
The statistic 
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n (Y - X mr 
= Z (6.5) 
t=l p*' p* 
is approximately distributed as a chi-square random variable with n 
degrees of freedom. This statistic provides a test for the appropriateness 
of the model. 
A 
The estimators and p* were coinpared in a small Ifonte Carlo 
A 
study. The sample distribution function of both p^ and p* displayed 
heavy tail properties associated with occasional estimates which are 
A 
quite different from the known parameter values. Therefore, p and p* 
A 
were modified to p^^k) and P£(k) respectively, where both of these 
modified estimators are functions of a fixed, positive nuniber, k . It 
was found that by the proper choice of k , the mean square error of each 
estimator could be reduced, without causing a marked departure from 
normality. 
A 
The estimators p^^k) and P£(k) are defined by (5-3) and ($.4) 
respectively. For large samples, these estimators have the same means 
A 
and variances as p^ and p* . Therefore, their large-sample variances 
are given by ( 6 . 2 )  and ( 6 . 4 ) .  
In summary, the results of the Monte Carlo study were in general 
agreement with the large-sançle theory. 
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